
C H A P T E R

6 Business 
Ethics

LEARNING OUTCOMES

In this chapter, you will critically examine the following key ideas:

c Corporate Social Responsibility 

c Whistle blowing

c Good ethics as good business

c Globalization

c Consumerism

In addition, you will  apply Kantian and Utilitarian thought to these areas of 
business ethics.

You will also be able to  evaluate critically Kantian and Utilitarian ethics as 
applied to issues raised by business ethics, including:

c the application of Kantian ethics and utilitarianism to business ethics 

c whether or not the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility is nothing 
more than ‘hypocritical window-dressing’ covering the greed of a business 
intent on making profits 

c whether or not human beings can flourish in the context of capitalism and 
consumerism 

c whether globalization encourages or discourages the pursuit of good ethics 
as the foundation of good business

Introduction: business and its relationships

In this section, we will examine the series of relationships set out in the specification.

business & consumers

employers & employees

business & environment
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Whilst we will deal initially with business ethics separately from the moral theories, 
you will be required to apply theory to it and the two will be integrated in the second 
half of this chapter.

Business and consumers

In the economics of supply and demand, ethical consumers who are informed, dis-
cerning, and have choice can exert influence through their purchasing or boycotting 
power. The Co- op’s 2012 report estimates the Ethical Consumer Market (people 
deliberately making choices based on moral beliefs or values) to have risen from £13.5 
billion in 1999 to £47.2 billion in 2012. Significantly, it appears to be recession- proof, 
growing by £10 billion over the five years of the economic crisis. Duncan Clark’s The 
Rough Guide to Ethical Shopping (Rough Guides, 2004) sees consumers as voting with 
their money. For example, it offers websites which grade energy providers on their 
green credentials. The estimated UK retail sales of Fair- trade products rose 19 per cent 
in 2012 to £1.57 billion. Responsible tourism with carbon- neutral flights, sustainable 
fishing, organic and local farm produce, energy- efficient appliances, charity shops, 
hybrid cars and use of wind and solar power are all part of the Ethical Consumer 
Market. Sustainable Consumerism also assesses how basic needs can be met and qual-
ity of life improved without costing the 
earth in terms of waste, pollutants, and 
use of natural resources. The needs of 
future generations should not be put at 
risk. In its 2011 survey, the Co- op found 
that 50 per cent of consumers would 
avoid a product based on the ethical 
reputation of a firm (Co- op Ethical 
Consumer Markets Report, 2012). So 
consumers are not powerless and the 
free market listens carefully when they 
boycott goods causing ‘brand damage’ 
that hurts profits (e.g. over child labour 
in Uzbekistan or sanctions in Burma). 
Customers are stakeholders. Companies 
that are interested in longer- term sur-
vival and growth need to treat their 
customers well and provide quality and 
value in their goods and services. 
Indeed, Seth Godin, a leading business 
writer, goes as far as saying, in 
Unleashing the Ideavirus (Do You Zoom, 
2000):

Fair- trade:
A movement which 
seeks fair treatment 
for developing- 
world workers and 
producers in the 
supply chain. It 
seeks fair prices, 
living wages, safe 
conditions and 
rights for workers, 
together with greater 
transparency and 
justice in trade.

Ethical 
consumerism:
The deliberate choice 
to purchase certain 
goods or services 
rather than others 
based upon moral 
beliefs and values

Renewable energy, like that harnessed by wind 
turbines, offers an example of sustainable 
energy
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Marketing by interrupting people is not cost- effective anymore. You cannot afford to 
seek out people and send them unwanted marketing messages, in large groups, and hope 
that some will send you money. Instead, the future belongs to marketers who establish 
a foundation and process where interested people can market to each other. Ignite 
consumer networks and then get out of the way and let them talk.

Another aspect of consumer power is seen in shareholder advocacy at annual gen-
eral meetings of corporations, from institutional investors like pension funds, socially 
responsible mutual funds, unions or faith- based investors’ resolutions. These put 
pressure on boards to adopt ‘corporate social responsibility’ and act as ‘Corporate 
citizens’ engaging in philanthropic and green agendas. Since the launch of Friends 
Provident’s ethical fund in 1985, the ethical investment sector in the UK has grown 
to over 100 products and is valued at over £11 billion in 2013. These may exclude 
investments in tobacco, arms, alcohol or oppressive regimes, or promote community 
projects or loans to marginalised groups and small businesses, as well as encourag-
ing environmentally friendly and sustainable businesses, including the alternative 
energy sector.

The above paragraph may lead us to believe that consumer sovereignty is alive and 
well. The reality is that not all markets are fully competitive and, in many cases, con-
sumers are misinformed, vulnerable, excluded, determined or ignorant when making 
their choices. Critics of big tobacco companies cite their targeting of developing- 
world countries where consumers are less informed about the link between cigarettes 
and cancer (in 2007, 37 per cent of all cigarettes were sold in China). Furthermore, 
such is the marketing power of big brands like Apple, Coca Cola and Microsoft that 
 globalization can actually constrict choice as smaller competitors are put out of busi-
ness and consumer tastes are moulded. Pricing can be deceptive, as in the sale of 
certain budget airline tickets, and can be fixed by a ‘cartel’ of companies or exclude 
the poor from vital resources (e.g. when some multinational drug companies were 
criticised for pricing HIV/AIDS/anti- malaria drugs out of reach of the sick and poor 
of developing countries). Drinks and fast- food companies selling high- sugar prod-
ucts targeted at children raise questions of the duty to inform, as well as the ethics of 
marketing to vulnerable customers. More aggressive advertising aimed at creating 
insecurity and dissatisfaction or manufacturing ‘needs’ out of ‘wants’ has created a 
consumer culture which is less transparent, informed, free and unpressured than we 
might believe.

Employers and employees

From the rise of trade unions and workers’ rights in an era of exploitation in Victorian 
mills and mines, UK employment law has come a long way. Employers are obligated to 
uphold rights, such as the right to a healthy and safe working environment, to belong 
to a union, to have holidays and time off, a minimum wage, maternity and paternity 
leave. Employers should not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, gender or 
sexual orientation, though limited exemptions exist for faith groups (presently it is not 
compulsory to appoint female bishops, such issues being seen as a matter of religious 

Globalization:
The 

interconnectedness 
of global finance, 

markets, institutions, 
business, 

technology, culture, 
politics, law and 

environment
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liberty with faith groups being able to appoint leaders from practising members). 
Employers typically own business assets like buildings, stock, equipment, etc., but 
their employees are a different type of resource. Employees may part- own and operate 
the business and are often among the most costly aspects of its operations, requiring 
management and training, leadership, career development and pastoral care.

There are ‘moral hazards’ for both parties in contracts. Employees may have to 
move to a new location with all the upheaval this creates, and their need to earn a 
living makes them dependent to a degree on their employer. Employers may, for 
example, discover that an employee puts at risk the reputation of the company 
through their professional or personal conduct, or lose intellectual property if confi-
dential information or planning is leaked. Kantians would see the employer as having 
a duty not to treat their employees as a means to an end, instead valuing them as 
stakeholders in the business. To only satisfy shareholder interests is to take a very 
short- term view (given that many shares are bought and sold for profit over short 
periods). Although some businesses create a short- term outlook with bonuses, 
employees are often more likely than shareholders to take a longer- term perspective 
and to value other goods alongside profit (such as excellence or quality in the goods 
or services the business provides). Virtue ethicists would emphasise the role of chief 
executives or senior managers in setting an agenda of Corporate Responsibility and 
mutual respect in the DNA of their business culture. ‘Tone at the top’ is a term that 
describes the board of directors and senior executives setting the tone or values cul-
ture for the company to prevent fraud or unethical practices such as bullying, tax 
evasion or other abuses of power. The belief is that this sets an agenda which perme-
ates throughout the whole culture of the company. Virtue theorists could see this 
emphasis on character and training in virtue in terms of practices aimed at excellence 
that develop virtues internal to them, such as truth- telling, respect and justice.

Exercise

1. Have you ever avoided a company or purchase on ethical grounds? If so, why?
2. Investigate the issue of accountability in terms of company responsibilities to workers in 

the garment industry in Bangladesh. Fires and the collapse of buildings, together with 
workers not being paid a living wage, have raised questions about the ethics of supply 
chains.

Businesses and the environment

Tracking sustainable consumption – look up:

1. ‘zerofootprint’ to do an online calculation to measure and manage your carbon 
footprint;

2. National Geographic’s Greendex system, which is an annual sustainable con-
sumption index of actual consumer behaviour and material lifestyles across 
eighteen countries.

Stakeholders:
Parties such as 
customers, local 
communities, 
government, 
suppliers, 
employees, 
civil society and 
shareholders who 
are affected by 
business practice 
and therefore 
have an interest or 
stake in it, making 
business more 
democratic and 
accountable

Triple bottom line: 
In addition to the 
bottom line of 
profit, in 1994, 
John Elkington’s 
SustainAbility 
consultancy 
suggested 
that successful 
businesses also have 
a people account (for 
social responsibility 
to stakeholders) and 
a planet account 
(for environmental 
responsibility)
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Businesses seek to maximise profit by externalising the wider social costs of their 
goods and services, so they do not have to be met by the producer or the consumer 
at the point of sale. At worst, this can be seen as a form of theft: those who benefit 
from stealing from those who will have to bear the costs. In The Value of Nothing 
(Portobello, 2011), Raj Patel gives the example of McDonald’s. He cites one estimate 
that the cost of voluntarily offsetting the 2.66 billion pounds of CO2 created in the 
making of 550 million Big Macs sold in the United States every year would be between 
$7.3 and $35.6 million.

A further external cost borne by the environment is seen in the forests cut down to 
graze beef cattle. The Centre for Science and the Environment in India estimates this 
raises the price of each Big Mac to $200 (cited in Patel 2011). This does not even take 
into account the $562 million saved by the US beef industry, which fattens its produce 
on government- subsidised corn (according to a Tufts University study). Nor does it 
take into account the social subsidy estimated at around $273 million p.a. in the form 
of Medicare, food stamps, and government payments to turn the poverty- line wages 
of employees into living wages. One further cost to add to the externalities  bill comes 
in the form of obesity and heart disease resulting from ‘excessive meat consumption’, 
which is estimated at $30–60 billion per year in the US.

It is also important to consider the externalising of environmental costs to businesses 
at the macro level. World Bank estimates put the cost to China’s environment at 8 per 
cent of its GDP (M. Bekoff, The Emotional Lines of Animals, 2004). As each business looks 
to lower its costs in production, packaging, marketing, labour and interest payments, 
etc., moving goods around the earth’s surface by land, sea and air adds to greenhouse 
gases. Carbon offsetting (whereby, through using alternative energy sources or plant-
ing trees, the environmental costs are factored into the price) is rarely taken up (though 
U2’s and Coldplay’s tours aim to be carbon- neutral, with varying success). At the Rio 
Earth Summit in 1992, governments discussed measures to reduce carbon emissions. 
In The No- Nonsense Guide to Globalization, Wayne Ellwood proposes that the World 
Trade Organization should incorporate an agreement that ‘requires all governments to 
stabilise greenhouse gas emissions at 1990 levels’ and provides ‘for customs inspection, 
seizure and disposal of goods that were produced in ways that violate that agreement’ 
(New Internationalist, 2005, p. 122). He wishes to see regulation set limits to free trade 
policies that add to global warming or biodiversity loss. Yet the consensus seems to be 
that dealing with environmental crises should be the responsibility of other specialist 
bodies rather than being regulated in international trade agreements.

The Kyoto Protocol is ‘an international agreement linked to the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change, which commits its Parties by setting inter-
nationally binding emission reduction targets’ (UN). It was adopted in 2005 and revised 
in 2012. As countries such as China, the US and Russia have been reluctant to commit to 
binding reductions on carbon emissions, governmental action on climate change at an 
international level still has a long way to go. The year 2014 saw the introduction of the 
United Nations’ Clean Development Mechanism which ‘allows emission-reduction 
projects in developing countries to earn certified emission reduction (CER) credits, 
each equivalent to one tonne of CO2. These CERs can be traded to allow industrialised 
countries to a meet a part of their emission reduction targets under the Kyoto Protocol.’ 

Externalities: 
The consequences 

(negative or positive) 
of commercial and 

industrial activity 
for other parties 
(e.g. where true 

costs of production 
are dodged by the 

producer)

QUICK QUESTION
Why is pollution an 
example of a negative 
externality? 
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Individuals, corporations and events can also trade in CERs. Another UN initiative is 
its Global Compact, which is a bottom-up rather than a top-down approach. Working 
directly with companies, it offers them a platform to support and enact ten core values 
in areas of human rights, labour, the environment and anti-corruption.

Corporate Social Responsibility
There is one and only one social responsibility of business – to use its resources and 
engage in activities designed to increase its profits so long as it stays within the rules of the 
game, which is to say, engages in open and free competition without deception or fraud.

(Milton Friedman, The New York Times Magazine, 13 September 1970)

For a free market economist like Milton Friedman, we should not confuse business 
with philanthropy. This appears to be the view of more than half of business lead-
ers according to a survey by The Economist in 2008, which found that they viewed 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) as ‘having a better brand reputation’ – a form 
of window dressing in other words. Where CSR is undertaken in a lip- service fashion 
rather than being integral to a business organisation, it will be the first casualty of 
an economic downturn. Yet consumer and activist pressure, together with executive 
fears over brand damage can lead to a form of enlightened self- interest. For example, 
CSR can play a role in attracting the best graduate employees, and voluntarily keeping 
to codes of ethics can discourage government from over- regulation.

The European Commission defines CSR as ‘A concept whereby companies inte-
grate social and environmental concerns in their business operations and in their 
interaction with their stakeholders’, thereby contributing to ‘a better society and 
cleaner environment’.

Research task: Choose two companies and look up their CSR / Sustainability / Corporate 
citizenship page on their website. Is their reasoning focused on the profit motive (good 
ethics is good business for shareholders), or does it make the case for the intrinsic value of 
ethics?

Four key elements of CSR

1. LEGAL – Keeping within the law by avoiding fraud, corruption, and health and 
safety breaches.

2. ECONOMIC – Behaving responsibly economically by paying fair wages and 
producing services or products that adhere to regulatory standards. In an anti- 
competitive manner, some companies have informally set prices between them, 
agreeing to avoid competition to inflate their profits. Other giants like Microsoft 
(fined €280.5 million in 2006) have abused their monopolistic position to disad-
vantage competitors.

 When the UK government bailed out many banks in the 2008/9 collapse, the crisis 
uncovered how irresponsibly their executives had acted. What was termed ‘casino 

Corporate Social 
Responsibility: 
in this concept, 
business is seen as 
having an obligation 
to society that 
extends beyond its 
duty to its owners 
or shareholders, 
and beyond its 
legal and economic 
imperatives. It 
ought to protect 
society and minimise 
negative impacts 
that may arise 
from its operations 
(e.g. pollution, 
discrimination, 
dangerous 
products, misleading 
advertising); indeed, 
it should seek 
to improve the 
welfare of society. 
Businesses need 
to be economically 
viable and efficient 
in a competitive 
marketplace. But 
they also have 
discretion to act for 
the public benefit 
(e.g. through their 
wealth creation, 
sponsorship and 
philanthropy).
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banking’ clearly needed further regulation and banks are now required to have 
stronger cash reserves to give them greater robustness against future crises and 
bankruptcy. So wealth creation ensures that jobs and pensions are secure and that 
small and large investors can rely on companies having good fi nancial foundations.

The second two aspects of CSR go beyond regulatory requirements and refl ect a sense 
that businesses are corporate citizens of society with a moral obligation to ensure 
public benefi t. Society expects businesses to act ethically and desires that they act 
philanthropically.

3. ETHICAL – Given that the turnover of multinationals can exceed the Gross 
Domestic Product of many nation states, they are powerful players with huge 
resources and infl uence. They are expected to reduce their greenhouse gas 
emissions and to audit properly developing world factories to which they have 
outsourced production. Where child labour and workplace safety standards can 
be fl outed in other countries, companies are not expected to keep their relation-
ships with unethical supply chains at arm’s length in order to deny knowledge of 
wrongdoing. The use of bribes and prostitutes to secure contracts abroad, or of 
executive abuses of the expense account, may not be criminal, but when investi-
gative journalists or activists uncover it, public distrust and brand damage result.

4. PHILANTHROPIC – Philanthropy may be translated from the Greek as ‘Love of 
your fellow human’. Examples can be seen in a business’s charitable contribu-
tions, its sponsorship of the arts or sport, or improvements it delivers for the lives 
of its employees or local communities. This element of CSR is sometimes seen as 
less important, and even as in confl ict with the others. In a ruthlessly competi-
tive market, a company may put jobs at risk and lose investors their money if it is 
too generous for its own good. What anti- capitalists may see as ‘greed for profi t’ 
could be a prudent judgement about a business’s economic survival.

Discussion Questions

1. Look at the diagram on business and society. Should 
businesses think of themselves as solely working for 
their shareholders’ interests, or ought they to take into 
account the interests of multiple stakeholders as this diagram 
suggests?
 Stakeholders are groups who affect or can be affected by the 
organisation’s actions, and range from employees to consumers, 
local communities, suppliers, local and national government.
2. The growth of multinational companies often sees a ‘race 
to the bottom’ which sees them relocate to ‘low- cost’ regions 
with lower levels of regulation on pollution, worker pay and 
tax. In what ways can multinationals who operate globally but 
have a large customer base in the UK be held accountable by 
consumers and activists in this country?
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Case studies

1 Apple and the transition from leadership under Steve Jobs to Tim Cook

Steve Jobs has been immortalised in the 2015 film as a brilliant if flawed business innovator; 
under his leadership, questions were raised about the manufacturing of Apple products by 
Foxconn’s factory in the town of Longhua, Shenzhen, China. Critics questioned the health 
and safety conditions of this ‘sweatshop’ of 200,000 workers. After eighteen attempted 
suicides there in 2010, and complaints of low earners on as little as £1.12 an hour and 
employees having to stand for excessively long shifts, new Apple CEO Tim Cook is receiving 
some acknowledgment from auditors for progress on this front. He hired the former head 
of the US Environmental Protection Agency, Lisa Jackson as vice- president of Environment 
Policy and Social Initiatives. By 2014, 100 per cent of Apple operations in the US, and 87 
per cent of its global operations were powered by renewable energy. Questioned in a Q&A 
about such environmental policies not necessarily being good for business, Cook said ‘We do 
a lot of things for reasons besides the profit motive’, adding that those who had a problem 
with that were free to sell their stock. A member of the Fair Labour Association, Apple has 
increased its audits of labour practices and offered a greater level of transparency than in the 
Jobs era (In 2012 it published a list of all 156 suppliers in its supply chain for the first time). 
This said, as the market leader and a company that made a $13.4 billion profit for the first 
quarter of 2014, its competitors will be under pressure to follow its leadership in fair and 
living wages and the safety of its workers. The Telegraph mentioned reports in 2012 that 
Cook had sent an email to 60,000 employees saying that Apple ‘care about every worker in 
its supply chain’ and that, as it continued to ‘dig deeper’, it would ‘undoubtedly find more 
issues’ but never ‘turn a blind eye’. It has acted swiftly against supply chain companies that 
fail to meet its guidelines, and if you are a sixteen- year- old girl in a developing country, a 
contract with a multinational company is likely to afford you more rights than those offered 
by state law. There are 8000 applications made every day to work at Taiwanese company 
Foxconn’s ‘military’- style factories employing 1 million people, so the alternatives must be 
even worse. Labour advocacy groups in China argue that Apple could share a little more of 
its spectacular profits with its workers, although this might inflate the low labour costs at the 
heart of the Apple business model.

2 Nike and how consumer boycotts can make global corporations listen

The 1990s saw a global boycott campaign against Nike’s perceived ‘ignorance is bliss’ 
approach to the pay and conditions of workers in its supply chain. In his 2004 documentary 
Fahrenheit 9/11, Michael Moore offered Nike CEO Phil Knight a free return ticket to visit 
the Indonesian factory where most of Nike’s trainers are made and was astonished at his 
admission that he had never been there. Life Magazine published a photo in 1996 of a child 
stitching footballs with the Nike logo, and again, in 2006, the scene was repeated. With 
high demand in the lead- in to the 1998 World Cup, Saga Sports, a Pakistani supplier of Nike 
footballs, had ignored Nike’s rules and sent out footballs to be made at local homes. At a 
cost of $100 million, they cancelled the contract with Saga and went to another supplier who 
guaranteed regulated factory production. This sent out a strong message of compliance to 
suppliers. Nike released the names and locations of manufacturers in its supply chain. It also 
withdrew from a low- cost supplier in Bangladesh that could not meet minimum standards 
for safe working conditions. This was prior to the Rana Plaza building collapse in which 1,130 
died and 2,500 were injured, in a garment factory collapse that resulted from structural 
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failure. So, in relative terms, Nike has made progress under pressure from boycotts and 
protests that threatened brand damage.

Nevertheless, Nike scores relatively low with ethicalconsumer.org (6/20 in October 2015 
and equal with Apple), but higher than other competitors (Adidas scored 5.5/20). It prohibits 
child labour, forced labour and discrimination, whilst also limiting the working week of 
employees to 60 hours. Yet it does not agree to pay a living wage in many countries in which 
it manufactures, and its workers do not earn enough to cover food, housing and healthcare 
for themselves and their family.

The whole business model of companies like Nike, Reebok and Gap is the outsourcing 
model using sub- contractors. They are marketing- driven firms who rechannelled the money 
saved by switching from US manufacturing to paying the considerably lower wages of 
workers in the developing world into product endorsement by elite athletes, and seek to 
‘transcendentalise’ the brand as an aspirational identity or lifestyle. This said, Nike scores 
considerably better than Amazon, which achieves 2/20 on the ethical consumer assessment. 
This is for its tax avoidance, as it paid 0.3 per cent tax in the UK (£11.9 million on a £5.3 
billion profit). Amazon also spends a lot of money globally lobbying government on tax, 
and is criticised for its lack of transparency on its environmental policy and supply chain 
management.

In 2002, Dita Sara was awarded the $50,000 Reebok Human Rights Award. It was offered 
to her because, in 1995, she was arrested and tortured by the Indonesian police after leading 
a strike of 5,000 workers who demanded more than $1 for working 8- hour days. She was 
released in 1999. Dita Sara refused the award. As she wrote:

I have taken this award into a very deep consideration. We finally decide not to accept 
this. . .. In Indonesia, there are five Reebok companies; 80% of the workers are women. 
All companies are subcontracted, often by South Korean companies. . .. Since the workers 
can only get around $1.50 a day, they then have to live in a slum area, surrounded by 
poor and unhealthy conditions, especially for their children. At the same time, Reebok 
collected millions of dollars of profit every year, directly contributed by these workers. The 
low pay and exploitation of the workers of Indonesia, Mexico and Vietnam are the main 
reasons why we will not accept this award.’ No Human Rights Awards have been given 
out by Reebok since 2007.

3 BP, the Gulf of Mexico spill, and Stakeholder theory

Back in 1980, R. Edward Freeman wrote Strategic Management: A Stakeholder Approach 
(Cambridge University Press, 2010). He argued that the focus of management ought to 
broaden out from shareholders to stakeholders – any individual or group that had an interest 
in or was affected by an organisation’s activity. Being proactive rather than reactive to social 
issues was not only good ethics, but good business.

Stakeholder theory included environmental stewardship and, in its glossy 2009 reports, BP 
talked the language of environmental sustainability – ‘At BP we define sustainability as the 
capacity to endure as a group: by renewing assets; creating and delivering better products 
and services that meet the evolving needs of society; attracting successive generations of 
employees; contributing to a sustainable environment; and retaining the trust and support of 
our customers, shareholders and the communities in which we operate [emphasis added].’ 
Stakeholder theory is tested in balancing the profit motive with the competing costs of 
satisfying stakeholder interests – for example, investing finance or delaying production to 

Greenwashing:
When companies 
seek good public 

relations by making 
trivial and low- cost 

eco- friendly changes 
to products, services 

and processes that 
are merely for show
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Whistle- blowing, or ‘making a disclosure in the public interest’ was established in 
UK legislation in 1998 (Public Interest Disclosure at Work Act) and 2013. Almost all 
employees have the right to provide information to a prescribed body or a journalist 
as to wrongdoing or illegal practices if it is in the public interest. They should 
not be treated unfairly, victimised or lose their job. This even applies to so 
called  ‘gagging clauses’ or confidentiality settlement agreements made at the 
end of someone’s employment. They are invalid in cases that include incidents 
such as:

c a criminal offence
c the breach of a legal obligation
c a miscarriage of justice

Whistle- blowing: 
a practice in which 
employees who 
know their company 
to be engaged in 
activities that are 
illegal (e.g. fraud/
corruption), to 
violate human 
rights, or to cause 
unnecessary harm 
inform the public or 
a government body. 
As long as they are 
acting in good faith 
and in the public 
interest, they are 
protected in law 
against retaliation.

minimise environmental risks. In 2010, an explosion at the Deepwater Horizon oil rig in the 
Gulf of Mexico resulted in eleven deaths, and 4.2 million barrels of oil spilt over 87 days. BP 
was fined $18.7 billion to settle the legal actions. A Judge ruled that BP had been ‘grossly 
negligent’ in placing cutting drilling costs ahead of well safety in order to save time and 
money. With the benefit of hindsight, it is easy to judge, but given the heavy financial costs 
to BP, together with the brand damage, this is a case study in the importance of proactive 
rather than reactive thinking. In light of the losses to the seafood industry, and damage to the 
ocean in the Gulf of Mexico, the ‘balancing of stakeholder and shareholder interests’ has to be 
reassessed.

Exercise

List five ethical issues that the above case studies highlight for global corporations and their 
handling of CSR policy and supply chains.

Discussion Questions

1 Imagine you are talking with a conscience- free free market capitalist. He says that he 
admires Lidl for selling jeans at £5.99. He accepts that they’re made in a Bangladesh 
factory where workers (mainly women) are paid at £48 a month (the Asia Floor Wage 
Alliance calculated in 2013 that a living wage in Bangladesh was £230 a month – 
figures from the Guardian, Gethin Chamberlain, Sunday 13 March 2016). Nonetheless, 
he argues that the job must pay better than alternatives, and that global markets and 
competition work – if they can undercut Tesco’s equivalent jeans (£17.99), they’ll bring 
in customers, and create jobs. He reassures you that, in the end, the labour market in 
Bangladesh will pay a fairer wage as demand increases and rival factories offer better 
wages / workers unite to demand fairer pay.

 How would you respond?

2 Why may a reactive rather than proactive approach to ethics prove to be more costly in 
the long term for businesses?
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c a danger to the health and safety of any individual (e.g. a company is not honour-
ing its legally required insurance)

c damage to the environment
c deliberate attempt to conceal any of the above.

Individuals can report information to their employers, or, if it relates to the conduct 
of senior managers themselves, to prescribed bodies in the sector of employment 
they are in. According to the Guardian (25 June 2013), the NHS has spent £2 mil-
lion on ‘gagging orders’ from 2008 to 2013, and the BBC, £28 million to gag 500 of 
its departing staff. From 2013, there is a requirement that employees ‘reasonably 
believe’ that their disclosure is in ‘the public interest’. This was to insure against 
employees who didn’t act in the spirit of the law by disclosing information that 
was purely private and not deemed to be in the public interest. They must act ‘in 
good faith’ and not for personal interest, or risk losing compensation or employ-
ment protection.

Discussion Question

Consider the following whistle- blowing case studies. Did the person act ‘in good faith’ and 
‘in the public interest’ in your view?

Case studies

1 Geoffrey Wigand (1942-  ) and the tobacco industry

In 1996, the former vice- president of Research and Development at Brown and Williamson 
Tobacco Corp. (B&W), Geoffrey Wigand, appeared on the CBS programme 60 Minutes, 
to whistle- blow on his former employers. Wigand was hired by B&W to make a cigarette 
that was less likely to cause disease and the build- up of pollutants like tar. The company 
spoke with him in his 1989 interview about reducing carcinogens and talked about making 
a safer cigarette that reduced the risks of cancer, heart disease and emphysema. Yet, as 
a Ph.D. research chemist, he discovered that B&W knew that tobacco was addictive. They 
ignored his research into less addictive cigarettes, and intentionally manipulated the 
amount of nicotine in cigarette smoke, ‘impact boosting’ through the delivery of additives 
like ammonia. This caused the nicotine to be more rapidly absorbed in the lungs and the 
brain and central nervous system. They also genetically engineered a tobacco plant named 
Y- 1 which was twice as high in nicotine as regular tobacco, illegally exporting its seeds 
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to be grown in Brazil, and then imported the tobacco harvested from them to the US. He 
also revealed that the company had known for thirty years that their tobacco products 
caused cancer and other diseases. Nevertheless, in 1994, a year after B&W sacked Wigand, 
its CEO lied to Congress when he said that he believed that nicotine was not addictive. 
Yet leaked documents, later in 1994, showed a memorandum from Addison Yeaman, the 
General Counsel of the legal department of B&W which said ‘we are in the business of 
selling nicotine, an addictive drug’. The Justice Department also uncovered evidence that 
the tobacco industry knew from its internal research (under the ‘Harvard Project’ led by Dr 
Gary Huber) that cigarette smoke caused emphysema in animals (rats and pigeons). After 
his findings, Huber had his research funding cut off and his lab shut down. He later learned 
that a Dr Price had found that emphysema was produced while exposing rats to the smoke 
of 500 cigarettes back in 1969. Asked why the industry would want to bury information that 
was of such public health interest, Huber said, ‘From all I’ve seen it was to buy time. To buy 
time to pass the liability from the manufacturer to the consumer with the labels, to buy time 
to avoid regulation for greater profit. To buy time to diversify their markets overseas. To buy 
time to diversify their enormous profits into other industries. To buy time.’ See www.pbs.
org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/settlement/case/bergman.html for more information. 
Wigand’s severance agreement with B&W led to a law suit for his public disclosures / breach 
of confidentiality. The personal consequences of his whistle- blowing included threats 
against his family, loss of income, and eventually a divorce. The lawsuit was dismissed as a 
condition of $368 billion settlement between the Attorneys General of forty States and the 
tobacco industry in 1997.

2 Sherron Watkins (1959– ) and the Enron scandal

In 2001, Watkins was vice- president of Corporate Development at the Enron Corporation 
when she became aware of accounting irregularities and fraud in the company’s financial 
reporting. As she looked at an Excel spreadsheet listing 200 assets which Enron wanted to 
sell to raise cash, she discovered that they were empty shell companies capitalised with a 
false promise of Enron stock. They hid the company’s huge debts. She knew that this was 
deliberate accounting fraud. In August 2001, she alerted the CEO in an anonymous email 
(but not the US government), and after revealing herself as the source of the email, met with 
Enron Chairman Kenneth Lay to warn him that Enron needed to acknowledge its accounting 
tricks or face meltdown. She then sold thousands of dollars of shares. He promised to act on 
her advice and sack the auditors, but he simply began an internal inquiry that was not run by 
independent investigators and her warnings were ignored.

She has been criticised for not telling the US authorities (the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, a government auditing body which protects investors and maintains fair, 
orderly and efficient markets) about this in 2001. Enron, a group of electricity, gas, 
communications and paper companies launched in 1985 and which rose to be the 
seventh- largest company in the US (employing 20,000 staff and with a revenue of $111 
billion in 2000), was to collapse and file for bankruptcy by the end of 2001, its shares 
being worthless. Its auditor, accountancy firm Arthur Anderson, was found guilty of illegally 
destroying documents, for which it lost its licence to audit, so the Enron scandal also caused 
its closure.

In 2002, Sherron Watkins testified about her role in the Enron case before the US House 
of Representatives and Senate. She was selected, along with two other ‘whistle- blowers’, as 
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Retaliation against whistle- blowers can be subtle – being moved out of a role where 
malpractice is going on, and sidelined into another role in the company which is 
effectively a demotion, cutting down their hours, pay or future job prospects. Yet 
2002 was termed the ‘Year of the Whistle- blower’ in the US, and it led there to the 
Sarbanes- Oxley Corporate Reform Act, which, for the first time, gave legal protections 
to whistle- blowers. Publicly traded companies were required to have a policy allow-
ing employees to bring unethical and illegal practices to light and to train managers 
and executives on how to encourage openness. The Act made it illegal to ‘discharge, 
demote, suspend, threaten, harass or in any manner discriminate against’ whistle- 
blowers, with criminal penalties of up to 10 years for executives who retaliated against 
them. It brought in ethical policies and codes of conduct placing responsibility for 
unethical or illegal practice on the senior management.

one of Time magazine’s ‘People of the Year’ in 2002. The Enron scandal has gone down in 
US financial history as one of the most systematic cases of ‘creative accountancy’ and wilful 
corruption and fraud. Financial analysts in the firm acknowledged to Watkins that ‘We’re such 
a crooked company.’

Rather than as a whistle- blower who alerted the authorities (the SEC), or wrote to the 
Houston Chronicle, some see Watkins as more like someone writing a memo to warn a 
bank robber that the police were on to them. It wasn’t until her memo to the CEO came 
to light with the work of Congressional investigators that some in the media hailed her 
as ‘Whistle- blower Sherron Watkins’. Reflecting on her role in the scandal, Watkins said, 
‘I think there were so many villains in the Enron story that I was made into a heroine, 
rightly or wrongly.’ What she succeeded in doing was to start a chain of events in which 
it was provable who- knew- what- and- when, which helped investigators. She also raised 
the importance of whistle- blower legislation to protect employee rights if information 
was released ‘in good faith’ and ‘in the public interest’ from within companies where 
institutional bullying forced lower-  ranking executives to collude with corruption. As Watkins 
commented on 21 June 2003 (‘The Corporate Conscience’) to the Guardian, ‘I don’t think 
Enron is that unusual. After all, we have a chief executive class which act like dictators of 
small Latin American countries.’

Discussion Questions

What does the Enron case and Sherron Watkins’ role in it tell us about the culture of 
businesses and why might this make it difficult for honest executives to raise the alarm 
internally? Do you think Watkins emerges from this story as a hero, a villain, or something 
in between? Internal whistle- blowing (bringing wrongdoing to the attention of senior 
management) may be rare in corporate culture in which such reporters are seen to be 
snitches and disloyal do- gooders at best, or as acting in their personal interest at worst. 
How does whistle- blowing legislation that requires employers to brief employees of their 
rights seek to address this?
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Reasons against employees whistle- blowing Reasons for employees whistle- blowing

c Being perceived as a disloyal ‘snitch’.

c  Misguided solidarity and a sense that to 
undermine one’s employer puts at risk one’s job 
or the value of one’s shares in the company.

c  Fear of retaliation / alienation from peers / being 
overlooked for promotion.

c   Belief that, for all their ethical policies, senior 
management dislike ‘wets’ who won’t turn a blind 
eye to unethical company conduct.

c  Inaction by senior management on internal 
complaints creates a cynical culture in which 
employees ‘hear no evil and see no evil’.

c  Legal protection against retaliation by employer.

c  Acting in good faith in the public interest is the 
right thing to do – one’s duty. 

c  The examples of other whistle- blowers who are 
seen heroically or as fully justified.

c  Integrity of character is more important than profit. 
 

c  The CEO and senior management are committed 
to a transparent culture and an honest, open- door 
policy on unethical conduct being reported. 

The first decade of the new millennium saw massive corporate cover- ups which, when they came to light, 
led to the collapse of massive companies and big banks on which investors and pension funds depended, as 
well as many jobs. In your view, does the legislation in the US, the UK and many other countries on whistle- 
blowing make it less likely that this will occur again?

Mill and Aristotle: Extension Reading

Mill’s version of Bentham’s theory was influenced by Aristotle and it is sometimes 
called eudaimonistic Utilitarianism from the Greek word ‘eudaimonia’, meaning human 
happiness or flourishing. In the discussion below, we examine the idea that good business 
decisions are good ethical decisions. Ethical integrity and practice in business are made 
more complex by the global marketplace, where a company’s goods and services may be 
undercut by competitors or the supply chain may be hard to audit. Whilst companies may 
appear to be ethically sound in their public relations and marketing, Mill would ask how 
they contributed to the polis (the health and benefit of wider society). As Mill found, the 
ancient Greeks have much to teach us.

Socrates and Aristotle believed in the unity of the virtues. Courage, justice, temperance, 
etc., were one. The pursuit of profit cannot be an end in itself, but part of a wider 
flourishing of character and society. To act virtuously is to have the wisdom and character to 
act in the right way at the right time to the right person for the right reason. When all of the 
virtues work together, values, priorities and principles become clear. Yet, like most people, 
business leaders exhibit some virtues, but lack others, and it’s here that virtues can be vices 
when employed to the wrong ends (such as profit at all costs).

Take the example of Apple Computers. It has been challenged over the pay and 
conditions of workers in its supply chain. Critics say that the companies it outsources 
production to in China pay less than a living wage, use under-age labour and require 
excessive working hours. There are reports of oppressive management, environmental 
pollution, and even suicides reported at some plants. The founder of Apple Computers, 
Steve Jobs, said, ‘I would trade all of my technology for an afternoon with Socrates.’ If 
his wish had been granted, he may have got more than he bargained for. Plato called 
Socrates the gadfly, for just as a gadfly stings a horse into action, so Socrates stung the 
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Kantian theory applied to business ethics

W. M. Evan and R. E. Freeman argue, in ‘A Stakeholder Theory of the Modern 
Corporation: Kantian Capitalism” (in T. L. Beauchamp and N. E. Bowie (eds.), Ethical 
Theory and Business, 3rd edition, Prentice Hall, 1993, pp. 97–106), that Stakeholder 
theory is rooted in Kantian ethics. It gives consideration to employees, local commu-
nities and suppliers not merely as a means, but as an end in themselves. These people 

rich and powerful elites of Athens with his relentless questioning. Socrates may have 
applauded Steve Jobs for his pursuit of excellence in himself and in Apple and praised 
his company’s contribution to people’s efficiency and to paperless offices.

Yet Socrates may well have asked:
how the goals or purposes of Apple contribute to the wider flourishing of the world 
(Socrates called himself a citizen of the world);
how, if the workers in Apple’s supply chain aren’t flourishing in their lives, the company 
itself could be said to be flourishing;
why Apple had such huge cash reserves ($53.4 billion profit in 2014-15 and $215 billion 
in reserve as of January 2016) when there was so much preventable suffering in the 
world;
what, with Apple as the market leader, the leadership looks like in terms of the wages and 
conditions of factory workers;
whether, unless you possessed all of the virtues, you could truly be said to possess any of 
them.

Look up details of Apple’s supplier responsibility (its term for CSR) and ask whether its 
ethics have changed from in Steve Job’s day to under the leadership of Tim Cook (CEO) 
and Jeff Williams (COO) www.apple.com/uk/supplier-responsibility

Steve Jobs, (1955–2011) Entrepreneur and co- founder of Apple Inc. and Pixar Animation 
Studios
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are free and autonomous rational beings, not merely tools of production, or income 
streams. The phrase ‘Tone at the top’ originates in accounting and refers to the ethical 
climate of a business as established by its directors and senior management. Its focus 
on the character of business leaders in the shaping of an organisational culture (polis) 
owes more to Aristotle and virtue ethics. If the tone set at the top is one of transparency, 
the rejection of fraud and the promotion of responsibilities towards the environment 
and stakeholders, it will filter down through the business. Kant’s own father showed 
such character, acting with good will in heated disputes between saddle-  and harness- 
makers’ guilds, and the tests of this adherence to duty are the three formulations of 
Kant’s Categorical Imperative. By contrast, Kant discusses the example of a grocer who 
might deal fairly with his customers out of enlightened self- interest rather than duty 
to the moral law. Competition and the desire for customer loyalty and repeat business 
are motives that fall below the moral standard of duty and the Categorical Imperative.

If we consider Kant’s three formulations of the Categorical Imperative, they give 
a clear sense of how uncompromising his demands would be for Corporate Social 
Responsibility.

1 Act only according to that maxim by which you can at the same time will that it 
should become a universal moral law. Kant’s awe at the starry heavens above and 
the moral law within is taken up by other scholars such as Emily Brady (The Sublime 
in Modern Philosophy: Aesthetics, Ethics, and Nature, Cambridge University Press, 
2013). She attempts to save Kant from the charge of anthropocentrism by reading him 
as seeing the vastness, beauty and power of the natural world as awakening a sense 
of one’s rational nature and moral vocation. Destroying habitats, species and natural 
resources, and over- hunting/-  fishing all dehumanise this rational dignity of human 
beings in a failure to see the interplay of reason and awe at the sublime in nature. 
So Kantian ethics warns us against an unsustainable view of the environment as an 
infinite resource. As fossil fuels, rainforests and ecosystems are finite, this establishes 
duties of care that we owe to them.

‘Earthrise’ photo by astronaut on 
Apollo 8 – it has been described 
as one of the most influential 
environmental photos ever taken 
because it showed how finite 
earth’s resources were 
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Although Kant appeared to give lesser importance to non- rational nature, modern 
Kantians emphasise his awe and reverence for nature and stress the importance of 
human stewardship of this. R. W. Hepburn (in Wonder and Other Essays, Edinburgh 
University Press, 1984) extends Kant’s formula of the end in itself to the natural 
world. Kant’s mother, Anna, took him for walks in the meadows and fields and taught 
him about the seasons, plants, animals (bears and wolves were common around 
Königsberg) and the sky, awakening a curiosity about and respect for the natural 
world. Although Kant was just thirteen years old when his mother died, her influ-
ence remained strong in him. As he wrote, ‘I will never forget my mother, for she 
implanted and nurtured in me the first germ of goodness; she opened my heart to the 
impressions of nature; she awakened and furthered my concepts, and her doctrines 
have had a continual and beneficial influence in my life’ (R. B. Jachmann, ‘Uber 
Immanuel Kant’, 1804, p. 169, quoted in M. Kuehn, Kant: A Biography, Cambridge 
University Press, 2001, p. 31). So Hepburn thinks that Kant’s sense of awe and wonder 
at the starry heavens above would reject an instrumental view of nature as purely for 
human ends. His second formulation of the categorical imperative would rule out 
exploitation of the environment and animals for short- term profits (e.g. the destruc-
tion of orangutan habitat in Borneo for palm oil production). Paul Taylor (Respect 
for Nature: A Theory of Environmental Ethics, Princeton University, 1986) is another 
Kantian who extends Kant’s language of ends in themselves to assert the inherent 
worth of animals. Studies of how much of our genetic make- up we share with higher 
primates, and of chimps, elephants and dolphins, reveal in these animals a level of 
self- awareness and intelligence unknown in Kant’s day. We ought therefore to revere 
nature as possessing an intrinsic good of its own, independent of human interests.

Our rational dignity and capacity to be moral agents lift humankind above nature, 
but it also gives us a special responsibility for it. Kant’s emphasis on intrinsic worth 
and dignity and its connection with duties can extend to a non- anthropocentric ethic 
that is transferrable to animals in terms of their interests or ‘will to live’, or to the 
environment in terms of deep ecology or ecosystems.

Kant also calls us to attend to our duty to future generations. A carbon- neutral / 
100 per cent renewable business model ought to be the goal of business, rather than 
one which degrades the environment of future generations. Take the example of 
a business executive who lives in the countryside and enjoys clean air, a beautiful 
landscape, and is conscientious in his local recycling, but whose business decisions 
increase pollution and deforestation. He’s committing a contradiction of the will. 
Businesses and consumers ought not to will one thing for themselves, such as a high 
standard of living from company profits, while knowing that this is produced from the 
exploitation of workers in the developing world paid less than a living wage.

2 Act in such a way that you always treat humanity, whether in your own person or 
in the person of any other, never simply as a means, but always at the same time as 
an end. In a global age, Kant would say that companies could not deny responsibility 
for the poor pay and conditions of workers by outsourcing production to suppliers in 
developing countries and not disclosing their suppliers. If their profits are produced 
through the exploitation of the powerless and poor, this goes against his second 
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formulation of the Categorical Imperative in treating others as a means to an end. 
This is especially the case with child labour, where both exploitation and the denial 
of an education are involved. If a business sells substandard goods or services that it 
charges a high price for, it again uses the customer as a means to an end.

3 Act as if you were, through your maxims, a law- making member of the common-
wealth (or kingdom) of ends. Here, morality is rooted in the universal and a priori 
moral law and in our dignity as law - making (autonomous) members of the com-
monwealth or kingdom of ends. The word ‘commonwealth’ carries the sense that 
businesses take from this common store of wealth when they externalise environ-
mental costs that result from their operations, or when they exploit workers who are 
not paid a living wage. To avoid tax by registering a company in a tax haven is, again, 
to take from the common wealth and not to pay one’s fair share of costs. Businesses 
need educated and healthy workers, yet they are committing a contradiction by 
requiring this, yet not paying their share of the tax bill for schools and hospitals. Kant 
would applaud self- regulation that goes beyond the requirements of state law in the 
form of proactive CSR or stakeholder initiatives.

Kant reminds us that not every business judgement is down to the bottom line, and 
that there are lines that should not be crossed. As Kant showed in his examples, duty 
could be costly, e.g.

 – telling the truth when a tactical lie would seem more prudent;
 -  dealing honestly with competitors who are less than fair;
 -  keeping one’s promises when this becomes very inconvenient or costly.

His rejection of the hypothetical imperative was on the basis that, when driven by 
desires and passions, humans were less than free and rational. He lived frugally, 
earning money from his students who were charged a fee for his lectures. When his 
father, a harness- maker, had died in 1746, Kant’s uncle, a shoemaker, took him in, 
so he appreciated the challenges of making a living for skilled craft workers. Today’s 
globalized, industrial- scale business world is an age away from Kant’s experience, but 
still good will and duties matter. After a long period of de- regulation from the early 
1980s onwards in the UK, US and elsewhere, the collapse of the banking sector in 
2008 has led many countries to reassess regulations and safeguards. CSR regulations 
and Stakeholder theory are a recognition that, when giant corporations in the private 
sector fail on this scale, they can seriously damage whole economies. So businesses 
cannot act like psychopaths, ruthlessly exploiting others out of self- interest and 
without empathy and externalising costs and risks to society and government (as por-
trayed in the 2004 documentary The Corporation from the book by law professor Joel 
Bakan). Acting instrumentally for the bottom line of profit and disregarding people 
and planet, business leaders are tempted to compromise in the race to the bottom 
with conscience- free competitors. Yet principles matter and businesses have duties 
to their wider societies and the globe. Kant alerts us to the dignity of our reason, which 
measures worth in more than purely monetary terms.
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Criticisms of Kantian ethics in business

1 It’s too abstract and purist. It may work for cottage industries like harness-  and 
shoe-  makers, but in the globalized, industrialised world in which managers have 
to handle concrete problems according to the values of the firm, high- minded 
absolutes and universal principles don’t prove to be practical. How does this 
decide local wage levels for workers in a company whose manufacturing is out-
sourced to China or Bangladesh?

2 Is it imperialist to think that moral norms are to be universalised? What may be 
considered a bribe in the UK may elsewhere be an integral part of a culture in 
which gifts reinforce business relationships. Norms and values are often relative 
to local cultures and business leaders need to be diplomatic rather than impose 
‘objective standards’ on others.

3. Businesses need to make a profit to survive. Commercial logic is full of ‘if. . .then’ 
hypothetical imperatives and lives or dies by how effectively it takes conse-
quences into account in cost–benefit strategising. Here, Utilitarianism is more 
pragmatic and recognises that, in times of austerity, philanthropic duties to 
stakeholders may need to take a back seat. Decision- makers need the flexibility 
to decide on strategy in a real- time context, and not have their hands tied by 
unbending rules. Where ethical practice has seen progress, it is through prag-
matic, enlightened self- interest arguments made to business. Pragmatism is the 
art of the possible and Kant is not good at making the compromises that business 
leaders can agree to today.

4. Kantian ethics is action- based. With ‘Tone at the top’, there has been a revival 
of character- based virtue ethics in business. Teaching courage, temperance, 
integrity, diligence, prudence, justice, perseverance and compassion in leaders 
requires there to be good role models and rigorous training. Kant seems to think 
of ethics more in terms of making the right calculations with good will, and more 
about doing than being.

5. Some feminist ethicists (e.g. Maier, 1997; Rabouin, 1997) are critical of Kant for 
his failure to prioritise healthy and harmonious relationships, social care and 
non- maleficence (do no harm) over fixed principles that are rooted in his auton-
omous rational male. It is precisely this rationalised and depersonalised ethic of 
Kant’s which puts the human factor out of focus and neglects the more vulner-
able.

6. Kant seems to think that duties will never conflict, but W. D. Ross recognises 
this as a problem in his notion of prima facie (self- evident) goods. It is far from 
clear that boardrooms and competing companies will agree on ethics. One firm’s 
whistle- blower is another’s disloyal rat. One company’s successful negotiation 
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is another’s bribe. One company’s philanthropic generosity could spell financial 
ruin if carried out by another. Many decision- makers in business face dilemmas 
when laying staff off to keep a business viable, or ask what the shareholders will 
think if they do better – or worse – than government targets for renewable energy. 
These judgements are far from self- evident.

Utilitarianism and business ethics

Utilitarian ethics are consequentialist and take a prudent cost–benefit approach to 
weighing ethical decisions. Taking stock of likely consequences is a crucial part of 
business judgement. Given the scientific evidence for the impact of human industry 
on carbon fuel usage and the environment, the question is whether a Utilitarian 
mindset extends beyond the bottom line (profit) to the triple bottom line (profit, 
people, planet).

Bentham’s focus on ‘the greatest good of the greatest number’ also encourages 
global responsibility. In an age in which multinationals often wield more power than 
nation states, Bentham’s dictum of ‘Every [person] to count for one and no one to 
count for more than one’ serves to empower employees at the end of a supply chain 
in developing countries as well as stakeholders in a business (who could even include 
consumers boycotting its products for ethical reasons).

Bentham also focuses on sentience and extends ethical consideration to non- 
human animals. As he wrote: ‘The question is not, Can they reason? nor, Can they 
talk? but, Can they suffer?’ (The Principles of Morals and Legislation, W. Tait, 1838, 
ch. XIX, v). Continuing this tradition, Peter Singer’s writing in books like Animal 
Liberation and One World expresses a desire for ethics to be less anthropocentric. 
Concern for animal welfare challenges the cruelty of the meat industry’s factory- 
farming methods. He attacks ‘speciesism’ for being as ungrounded as racism in 
giving little or no value to the lives, interests and welfare of non- human animals. 
Rule Utilitarians may even go further and speak of animal welfare needing to be 
expressed in the language of rights. They would also advocate reforms in legisla-
tion, regulation and company policies that take account of the impact of businesses 
on the environment. Change requires movements, not just individuals making 
decisions on an ad hoc basis. Utilitarianism began as a social reform movement, 
Bentham and Mill both campaigning on prison reform. So it has, from the outset, 
had a practical and reformist mindset. Today, Peter Singer continues this activism, 
quoting with approval Marx’s remark that ‘The philosophers have only inter-
preted the world, in various ways. The point, however, is to change it’ (Theses on 
Feuerbach).

John Stuart Mill would balance the liberties of individuals or companies against 
the harm principle. Law ought to intervene or regulate when significant harm is done 
to others, and environmental law and policy on carbon emissions reflect this. Critics 
claim the ends–means reasoning of Utilitarianism gives it a very shallow ecology, pre-
serving the ground on which we stand for instrumental rather than intrinsic reasons. 
Yet part of Mill’s recovery from his breakdown came through reading the Lakeland 
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poets Wordsworth and Coleridge, so his qualitative emphasis on higher pleasures 
included an aesthetic appreciation of nature. Greedy consumerism and overcon-
sumption would resemble the pleasures of the pig, and Mill would warn against 
undervaluing natural resources or the ecosystem in a purely qualitative cost–benefit 
analysis. Mill’s harm principle expressed itself in his desire to see ‘a law established 
interdicting altogether the employment of children’ in a weekly publication of 1832. 
In his Principles of Political Economy, he also warned of the dangers to the environ-
ment, from unlimited growth. If people could be content with a ‘stationary state’ 
– i.e., they could constrain their habits of consumption – the earth would retain its 
 pleasantness and the people be happier.

In his book One World, Peter Singer is critical of the role of global institutions 
like the International Monetary Fund and the World Trade Organization, which 
need serious reforms. In particular, he examines how they do not always act in the 
interests of the poor and marginalised, but take a macro- economic view hoping that 
wealth trickles down from the rich to the poor in an economy. Increased foreign aid 
budgets are needed (he states that annual US domestic spending on alcohol is $34 
billion, compared to $14 billion spent annually by the US on foreign development 
aid). He is concerned about the environment (one atmosphere), and the US’ fail-
ure under George Bush Sr to sign up to the Kyoto Treaty. As he writes in the book’s 
preface, in 2003, ‘The thesis of this book is that how well we come through the era 
of globalization (perhaps whether we come through it at all) will depend on how 
we respond ethically to the idea that we live in one world. For the rich nations not 
to take a global ethical viewpoint has long been seriously morally wrong. Now it is 
also, in the long term, a danger to security.’ He pleads for the bottom billion who 
live in abject poverty. He is critical of global corporations for trading with dictatorial 
regimes.

Singer has, of late, moved away from the subjectivism of maximising people’s pref-
erences or interests/desires. He has, instead, taken up a more objectivist stance under 
the influence of the third great Utilitarian, Henry Sidgwick (1838- 1900). In his 2014 
book The Point of View of the Universe: Sidgwick and Contemporary Ethics, Singer 
outlines three moral claims that Sidgwick took to be self- evidently true:

c	 an axiom of Justice – ‘Whatever action any of us judges to be right for himself, he 
implicitly judges to be right for all similar persons in similar circumstances’;

c an axiom of Prudence – ‘a smaller present good is not to be preferred to a greater 
future good’;

c an axiom of Benevolence – ‘each one is morally bound to regard the good of any 
other individual as much as his own, except in so far as he judges it to be less, 
when impartially viewed, or less certainly knowable or attainable by him’.

In today’s globalized world, it is even more important that humans take the point 
of view of the universe, or an impartial, objectivist stance when considering their 
actions. Sidgwick reckoned that the ‘profoundest problem of ethics’ was the appar-
ent rationality of both egoism and Utilitarianism. Reason alone cannot provide 
complete arguments for what we ought to do, but self- evident intuitions could 
 supplement it.
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Weaknesses of Utilitarianism in business ethics

1 Utilitarians may neglect the interests of future people. Generations yet to be born 
inherit the planet with its acid rain, desertification, lack of biodiversity, melt-
ing icecaps and global warming. If business is not reminded of its duty to future 
generations, if it only has to take the sentient into account, there is less grip for 
environmental arguments.

2 How do you weigh costs and benefits? Can the end justify the means in using an 
unethical supplier to keep a company afloat by lowering costs in order to save jobs? 
Is the lowering of a company’s environmental or health and safety standards in a 
developing country in which it operates acceptable, even if it would be illegal in its 
country of origin? What if the suffering of the workers in a developing country is out-
weighed by the interests of thousands of pensioners dependent on pension funds?

3 The problem of injustice. If all that counts is the sum total (aggregate) happiness 
or the maximisation of preferences, and there are no objective rights and wrongs, 
or duties, then why not exploit the cheap labour of a relatively small number of 
factory workers to provide a high standard of living to a greater number of peo-
ple?

4 With ‘Tone at the top’ recognising the importance of the values and character of 
business leaders, ‘act’-  rather than ‘agent’- based ethics overlook the dynamic of 
power in business institutions. An institutional culture and character may mould 
young graduates in its image and shape their moral outlook and judgement. 
Neglectful of the virtues, Utilitarianism makes business ethics seem a simple 
matter of calculating consequences. Vision and virtue go together – an unjust 
employer may not see the health and safety of his employees as a priority, may 
show no empathy for exploited developing- world workers, and care nothing for 
the size of their company’s carbon footprint as long as production costs are low 
and profits high.

Discussion Question

Do you consider justice, prudence and benevolence to be self- evident to any rational 
person?
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